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Statement of objectives – intended audience
Design contributions has been steadily growing in Human-Robot Interaction (HRI)
studies, as can be noted in several workshops123
Current HRI design contributions (i.e., design-oriented practices within the academic
field of HRI), however, mostly adhere to the way the HRI research community produces
knowledge: (i) introducing a (novel) robot platform and (ii) evaluating a robot platform
empirically to contribute to a generalized understanding of the interaction between
humans and robots through testing (both qualitative and quantitative methods
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empirical methods). These approaches may fall better under the research practices of
engineering and social sciences, where the technical investigations for designing robots
corresponds with the former and the explorations regarding the attained effect
corresponds with the latter. Clearly, these are very important elements of HRI
knowledge. However, we argue, HRI still miss the opportunity to construct forms of
intermediate-level knowledge which are “more abstracted than particular instances,
without aspiring to be the scope of generalized theories”4. These include design
methodologies, design guidelines, heuristics, patterns, concepts, experiential qualities,
and annotated portfolios5. Although partial discussions about these forms of knowledge
can already be found in the HRI field678, comprehensive investigations are still lacking.
The aim of this workshop, then, is to create a venue for discussing and understanding
relevant forms of intermediate-level knowledge in HRI, learning from the existing
debate in the design and HCI fields but extending it through the specific perspective of
HRI studies. We argue that exploring the intermediate-level knowledge in relation to
HRI, in fact, would start a conversation on what HRI design epistemology (i.e., the
study of knowledge creation) is and could be, and how to evaluate and legitimate
knowledge produced through HRI design practices.

List of speakers
Describe how you are going to organise the Workshop/Tutorial (i.e., abstract/full
papers, oral/poster presentations, etc.)
The workshop will include:
- introduction to the theme of Intermediate-level Knowledge in HRI from the
workshop organisers;
- inspiring talk from a HRI designer;
- pitches on HRI design practices from the participants (previously selected as
abstracts);
- interactive session focused on the co-creation of an annotated portfolio of
robotic artefacts.
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